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Abstract. We study the satisfiability problem for XPath fragments supporting the following-sibling and preceding-sibling axes. Although this
problem was recently studied for XPath fragments without sibling axes,
little is known about the impact of the sibling axes on the satisfiability
analysis. To this end we revisit the satisfiability problem for a variety
of XPath fragments with sibling axes, in the presence of DTDs, in the
absence of DTDs, and under various restricted DTDs. In these settings
we establish complexity bounds ranging from NLOGSPACE to undecidable. Our main conclusion is that in many cases, the presence of sibling
axes complicates the satisfiability analysis. Indeed, we show that there
are XPath satisfiability problems that are in PTIME and PSPACE in the
absence of sibling axes, but that become NP-hard and EXPTIME-hard,
respectively, when sibling axes are used instead of the corresponding
vertical modalities (e.g., the wildcard and the descendant axis).

1

Introduction

We revisit the satisfiability problem for XPath [7] in the presence of DTDs. It is
the problem to determine, given an XPath query Q and a DTD D, whether or
not there exists an XML document T such that T conforms to D and satisfies
Q, i.e., the set Q(T ) of nodes of T selected by Q is nonempty.
The prevalent use of XPath highlights the need for the satisfiability analysis
of XPath queries. Indeed, XPath has been commonly used in specifying XML
constraints (e.g., [6, 9, 27]), queries (e.g., XSLT, XQuery), updates (e.g., [26]),
and access control (e.g., [10]). In many applications both XPath expressions and
DTDs are present. The static satisfiability analysis of XPath addresses the interaction between XPath and DTDs, and is useful in query optimization, update
manipulation and reasoning about XML access control, among other things. An
alternative to the static analysis would be a dynamic approach. As an example, consider an access-control policy S defined in terms of a DTD and XPath
queries, which is to prevent disclosure of XML documents to unauthorized users
by validating that the documents “satisfy” S. One could simply attempt to validate a document with respect to S at run-time. This, however, would not tell us
whether repeated failures are due to inconsistency between the XPath queries
and the DTD, or problems with the documents.
The satisfiability problem has been studied for a large number of XPath
fragments [2, 13, 15, 17], in the presence and in the absence of DTDs. The previous work has mostly focused on XPath queries with only vertical modalities

such as child, parent, descendant and ancestor axes (referred to “↓, ↑, ↓∗ , ↑∗ ”,
respectively). However, XML data is ordered and it is often desirable to access this order using XPath. Indeed, consider an XML document storing items
bought by customers over a period of time. The items are grouped under customers and appear according to their date of acquisition. In order to detect
customer behavior over time, one needs to be able to pose queries involving order. Therefore, it is common to find XPath queries that need sideways traversal
via horizontal modalities such as (immediate) right-sibling and left-sibling axes
(denoted by “→, →∗ , ←, ←∗ ”, respectively). It is natural to ask whether the
presence of sibling axes simplifies or complicates the satisfiability analysis. For
example, consider a fragment X (↓, [ ]) that supports wildcard (↓) and qualifiers
([ ]) and characterizes well-studied tree pattern queries [1, 2, 28, 29]. One would
want to know whether the satisfiability analysis becomes easier or harder for
X (→, [ ]) (resp. X (←, [ ])), the horizontal counterpart of X (↓, [ ]) by substituting → (resp. ←) for ↓. The complexity of the satisfiability analysis is not yet
known for a variety of XPath fragments with sibling axes.
Related to the satisfiability analysis is the containment problem, which is
to determine, given two XPath queries Q1 , Q2 and a DTD D, whether or not
for all XML documents T that conform to D, Q1 (T ) is contained in Q2 (T ).
While there has also been a host of work on the containment analysis [8, 17,
19, 22, 29], the previous results cannot answer the questions of the satisfiability
analysis. Indeed, as already observed by [2], the lower bounds for the containment
analysis are often much higher than its satisfiability counterpart. Worse still, to
our knowledge there has not been a full treatment of the containment problem
for various fragments with the sibling axes or XPath negation.
Main results. To this end we investigate the satisfiability problem for a variety
of XPath fragments with sibling axes, in the following settings:
– XPath fragments: with or without recursion axis (e.g., →∗ , ←∗ , ↓∗ , ↑∗ ), qualifiers ([ ]), data-value joins (denoted by =), and negation (¬);
– DTDs: in the presence of DTDs vs. in the absence of DTDs; fixed DTDs
vs. arbitrary DTDs; and restricted DTDs with or without DTD recursion,
disjunction, and Kleene star in element type definitions.
We establish lower and upper bounds for the satisfiability analysis in these settings, which range from NLOGSPACE to undecidable. We also explore the impact of sibling axes on the analysis. We show that in the absence of XPath qualifiers, the presence of sibling axes does not complicate the satisfiability analysis.
In contrast, in the presence of qualifiers, sibling axes make the analysis harder.
Indeed, we show the following. (a) The satisfiability problem for X (→, [ ]) is
NP-hard under fixed, disjunction-free DTDs, whereas it is in PTIME for its
vertical counterpart X (↓, [ ]) in the same setting [2]. (b) It is EXPTIME-hard
for X (↑, →, ∪, [ ], ¬)), a fragment with upward and sibling axes and negation
but without recursion; in contrast, it is in PSPACE for the vertical counterpart
X (↓, ↑, ∪, [ ], ¬)) [2]. (c) Under non-recursive and fixed DTDs and in the absence
of DTDs, it is still unknown [2] whether or not the satisfiability problem is de-

cidable for X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬, =), a fragment with negation, data-value joins
and all the vertical axes. In contrast, the problem is undecidable when sibling
axes are introduced; indeed, it is undecidable for X (↑, ←, →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬) in
the same settings.
In addition to the complexity bounds for the satisfiability problems, we also
explore the connection between vertical and horizontal axes and the connection between the satisfiability and containment analysis, establishing first lower
bound results for the containment analysis of XPath fragments with sibling axes.
These results help us understand the interaction between different XPath
axes, as well as their interaction with various DTD constructs. Taken together,
these results and the previous work [2, 13, 15, 17] provide a detailed treatment
of the satisfiability analysis for a large number of XPath fragments commonly
found in practice, in a variety of DTD settings.
Related work. The satisfiability problem has been studied in [2, 13, 15, 17].
Complexity bounds were provided in [2] for various XPath fragment under a variety of DTDs. However, no sibling axes were considered there. Our results in this
paper complement and extend the results of [2]. The main focus of [17] is about
extensions of XPath, and it provided EXPTIME (lower and upper) bounds on
equivalence for an extension of XPath in the presence of DTDs, which implies
an EXPTIME bound for our fragment with all the axes and negation but without data-value joins. We will show in Section 4.3 that the EXPTIME-hardness
already holds for a subclass of the fragment without recursion axes. The XPath
queries considered in [15] are basically tree patterns with node equality, inequality and limited use of data joins; neither negation nor sibling axes were considered
there; furthermore, DTDs were restricted to be non-recursive disjunction-free
in [15]. In the absence of DTDs, [13] studied the satisfiability problem for XPath
without negation and data-value joins. From the results of [2], we already know
that these bounds do not hold in the presence of DTDs. In particular, [13] gave
PTIME bounds for XPath fragments with qualifiers, sibling axes, upward axes,
and a root test in the absence of DTDs. We show that in the presence of DTDs,
the problem is NP-hard, and we give PTIME bounds in the absence of qualifiers,
and in the presence of sibling, upward axes and DTDs.
There has also been work on the containment problem for XPath fragments
in the absence and in the presence of DTDs [8, 17, 19, 22, 29]. Most of the work
(except [22, 17]) only studied fragments without upward axes, sibling axes, datavalue joins and negation. The negation defined in [22] is quite different from the
general XPath negation operator. See [25] for a recent survey. As shown in [2],
the complexity bounds for the containment analysis are typically much higher
than its satisfiability counterpart in the absence of negation. In the presence of
negation, the connection between the containment analysis and its satisfiability
counterpart was explored in [2] and will be further discussed in Section 5.
Other active areas of XPath research include the expressive power of XPath
(e.g., [3, 12, 16–18, 20, 21]) and query rewriting and minimization (e.g., [1, 9, 11,
23, 28]). While XPath satisfiability is not the focus in those areas, the satisfiability analysis is useful for XPath rewriting, minimization and optimization.

Organization. Section 2 reviews DTDs and defines XPath fragments. Section 3
explores the connection between sibling and vertical axes. Section 4 studies the
satisfiability problem for XPath fragments with sibling axes, followed by the
containment analysis in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the main results of the
paper. All proofs can be found in the full paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we first review DTDs [5] and describe the XPath [7] fragments
considered in this paper. We then state the satisfiability problem in the presence
of DTDs and address its connection with the counterpart in the absence of DTDs.
2.1

DTDs

Without loss of generality, we represent a Document Type Definition (DTD [5])
D as (Ele, Att, P, R, r), where (1) Ele is a finite set of element types, ranged
over by A, B, . . .; (2) r is a distinguished type in Ele, called the root type; (3)
P is a function that defines the element types: for each A in Ele, P (A) is a
regular expression over Ele; we refer to A → P (A) as the production of A; (4)
Att is a finite set of attribute names, ranged over by a, b, . . .; and (5) R defines
the attributes: for each A in Ele, R(A) is a subset of Att.
A DTD D = (Ele, Att, P, R, r) is said to be disjunction-free if for any
element type A ∈ Ele, P (A) does not contain disjunction ‘+’. It is called nostar if for any A ∈ Ele, P (A) does not contain the Kleene star ‘∗’ (this should not
be confused with star-free regular expressions). It is recursive if the dependency
graph of D, which contains an edge (A, B) iff B is in P (A), has a cycle.
An XML document is typically modeled as a (finite) node-labeled tree [5],
with nodes additionally annotated with values for attributes. We refer to this
as an XML tree. An XML tree T satisfies (or conforms to) a DTD D =
(Ele, Att, P, R, r), denoted by T |= D, if (1) the root of T is labeled with
r; (2) each node n in T is labeled with an Ele type A, called an A element ; the
label of n is denoted by lab(n); (3) each A element has a list of children such
that their labels are a word in the regular language defined by P (A); and (4) for
each A in Ele and each a ∈ R(A), each A element n has a unique a attribute
value, denoted by n.a. We call T an XML tree of D if T |= D.
Example 1. Consider a DTD D1 = (Ele, Att, P, R, r) defined as
Ele = {r, X, A, B}.
P:
r → X ∗,
X → (A, B ∗ )∗
Att = ∅, R(X) = R(T ) = R(F ) = ∅.
It is non-recursive and disjunction-free. An XML tree of D1 is shown at the left
in Fig. 1.
Another DTD D2 = (Ele, Att, P, R, r) is defined as
Ele = {r, X, Y }.
P:
r → X, Y ,
X → Y, X + ǫ,
Y → X, Y + ǫ
Att = ∅, R(X) = R(T ) = R(F ) = ∅.
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Fig. 1. XML trees of the DTDs D1 (left) and D2 (right) given in Example 1.

It is recursive and no-star. An XML tree of D2 is shown at the right in Fig. 1.
Note that a DTD D may not have any XML tree T such that T |= D. This is
because some element type A in D is non-terminating, i.e., there exists no finite
subtree rooted at an A element that satisfies D. Fortunately, one can determine
whether this is the case for any element type of D in O(|D|) time, where |D| is
the size of D [14]. In the remainder of the paper we will assume that all element
types in a DTD are terminating. This does not affect any of our results.
2.2

XPath Fragments

Over an XML tree, an XPath query specifies the selection of nodes in the tree.
Assume a (possibly infinite) alphabet Σ of labels. The largest fragment of XPath
studied in this paper, denoted by X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬), is
defined syntactically as follows:
p ::= ǫ | A | ↓ | ↓∗ | ↑ | ↑∗ | → | →∗
| ← | ←∗ | p/p | p ∪ p | p[q],
where ǫ and A denote the empty path (the self-axis) and a label in Σ (the childaxis); ‘↓’ and ‘↓∗ ’ stand for the wildcard (child) and the descendant-or-self-axis,
while ↑ and ↑∗ denote the parent-axis and ancestor-or-self-axis, respectively;
‘→∗ ’ (resp. ‘←∗ ’) is the following-sibling (resp. preceding-sibling) axis, and ‘→’
(resp. ‘←’) denotes the immediate right sibling (reps. the immediate left sibling);
‘/’ and ‘∪’ stand for concatenation and union, respectively; and finally, q in p[q]
is called a qualifier and is defined by:
q ::= p | lab() = A | p/@a op c | p/@a op p’/@b
| q1 ∧ q2 | q1 ∨ q2 | ¬q,
where p is as defined above, A is a label in Σ, op is either ‘=’ or ‘6=’ (referred
to as data-value joins), a, b stand for attributes, c is a constant (string value),
and ∧, ∨, ¬ stand for and (conjunction), or (disjunction) and not (negation),
respectively.
It is worth mentioning that while XPath [7] does not explicitly define ‘←, →’,
these operators are definable in terms of the preceding-sibling and followingsibling axes, together with position(), as follows:
← = ←∗ [position() = 1],

→ = →∗ [position() = 1].

A query p in X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬) over an XML tree T is
interpreted as a binary predicate on the nodes of T , while a qualifier is interpreted

as a unary predicate. More specifically, for any node n in T , T satisfies p at n
iff T |= ∃n′ p(n, n′ ), where T |= p(n, n′ ) and the associated version for qualifiers,
T |= q(n), are defined inductively on the structure of p, q, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

if p = ǫ, then n = n′ ;
if p = l, then n′ is a child of n, and is labeled l;
if p = ↓, then n′ is a child of n, regardless of its label;
if p = ↓∗ , then n′ is either n or a descendant of n;
if p = ↑, then n′ is the parent of n;
if p = ↑∗ , then n′ is either n or an ancestor of n;
if p = →, then n′ is the immediate right sibling of n.
if p = →∗ , then n′ is either n or a right sibling of n.
if p = ←, then n′ is the immediate left sibling of n.
if p = ←∗ , then n′ is either n or a left sibling of n.
if p = p1 /p2 , then there exists a node v in T such that T |= p1 (n, v)∧p2 (v, n′ );
if p = p1 ∪ p2 , then T |= p1 (n, n′ ) ∨ p2 (n, n′ );
if p = p1 [q], then T |= p1 (n, n′ ) and T |= q(n′ ), where q is a unary predicate
of the following cases:
(a) q is p2 : then T |= ∃n′′ p2 (n′ , n′′ );
(b) q is lab() = A: then the label of n′ is A;
(c) q is p2 /@a op ‘c’: then T |= ∃n1 (p2 (n′ , n1 ) ∧ n1 .a op ‘c’), where n1 .a
denotes the value of the a attribute of n1 ; that is, there exists a node n1
in T such that T |= p2 (n′ , n1 ), n1 has attribute a and n1 .a op ‘c’;
(d) q is p2 /@a op p′2 /@b: then T satisfies the existential formula: T |=
∃n1 ∃n2 (p2 (n′ , n1 ) ∧ p′2 (n′ , n2 ) ∧ n1 .a op n2 .b);
(e) q is q1 ∧ q2 : then T |= (q1 (n′ ) ∧ q2 (n′ ));
(f) q is q1 ∨ q2 : then T |= (q1 (n′ ) ∨ q2 (n′ ));
(g) q is ¬q ′ : then T 6|= q ′ (n′ ); for instance, if q is ¬p2 , then T |=
∀n′′ ¬p2 (n′ , n′′ ).

Here n is referred to as the context node. If T |= p(n, n′ ) then we say that n′
is reachable from n via p. We use n[[p]] to denote the set of all the nodes reached
from n via p, i.e., n[[p]] = {n′ | n′ ∈ T, T |= p(n, n′ )}.
We investigate various fragments of X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬).
We denote a fragment X by listing the operators supported by X : the presence
or absence of negation ‘¬’, data-value joins ‘=, 6=’, upward traversal ‘↑’ (’↑∗ ’),
sideways traversal ‘←’ (’←∗ ’) and ‘→’ (’→∗ ’), wildcard ‘↓’, recursive axis ‘↓∗ , ↑∗ ,
←∗ ’, and ’→∗ ’, qualifiers ‘[ ]’, and union and disjunction ‘ ∪’. The concatenation
operator ‘/’ is included in all fragments by default.
Example 2. Consider the XML tree T of D2 shown in Fig. 1, and the following
XPath queries. (a) Over T , ↓∗ [↓/→[lab() = X]] is to find all the nodes in T
that have child whose right sibling is labeled X. This query is in the fragment
X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ]). (b) Posed on T , ↓∗ [¬↓∗ [X/→[lab() = Y ]]] is to find all the nodes
in T that have no descendant which has children X and Y in this order. This
query is in X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬). (c) Over the XML tree T1 of D1 shown in Fig. 1,
↓∗ [A/→/→∗ [lab() = A] ∧ ¬(B/→/→∗ [lab() = B]/→/→∗ [lab() = B])] is to find
all the nodes that have at least two A children but at most three B children. It
is in X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , [ ], ¬).

2.3

The Satisfiability Problem

We say that an XML tree T satisfies a query p, denoted by T |= p, iff T |=
∃n p(r, n), where r is the root of T . In other words, r[[p]] 6= ∅. We focus on the
satisfiability of XPath queries applied to the root of T . The complexity results
of this paper remain intact for arbitrary context nodes.
We study the satisfiability problem for XPath queries considered together
with a DTD. That is the problem to determine whether a given XPath query
p and a DTD D are satisfiable by an XML tree. We say that an XML tree T
satisfies p and D, denoted by T |= (p, D), if T |= p and T |= D. If such a T
exists, we say that (p, D) is satisfiable.
Formally, for a fragment X of XPath we define the XPath satisfiability problem SAT(X ) as follows:
PROBLEM:
INPUT:
QUESTION:

SAT(X )
A DTD D, an XPath query p in X .
Is there an XML document T such that T |= (p, D)?

We are also interested in the complexity of the satisfiability analysis in the
query size alone. The satisfiability problem for a fragment X in the absence of
DTDs is the problem of determining, given any query p in X , whether or not
there is an XML tree T such that T |= p. As shown in [2], this problem is a
special case of SAT(X ), when DTDs D are restricted to have a certain syntactic
form. Since such DTDs can be computed in low polynomial of the size of the
input queries, all the lower bounds for SAT(X ) established in this paper, except
Proposition 6, also hold in the absence of DTDs.

3

Horizontal versus Vertical Traversal

In this section we study the basic properties of XPath fragments with sibling
axes, and explore the connection between these fragments and the corresponding
fragments without sibling axes.
Increase in expressive power. We first show that the sibling axes do add
expressive power to fragments without horizontal modalities.
Proposition 1. The sibling axes are not expressible in X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =,
¬), our largest fragment with only vertical axes.
Proof. Consider an XPath query Q = A/→, and two XML trees T1 and T2 ,
where T1 consists of a root with two A children, and T2 has a root with three A
children. Over T1 and T2 , Q is to find all A children of the root except the very
first one. One can verify that Q is not expressible in X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬),
in which T1 and T2 are not distinguishable. Similarly for ←, →∗ and ←∗ .
We say that an XPath fragment X has the finite model property if for any
query p in X , if p is satisfiable by a (possibly infinite) tree, then there exists a

finite tree that satisfies p. An XPath fragment X has the small model property
if there exists a recursive function f such that for each p ∈ X , if p is satisfiable,
then p has a finite model of size at most f (|p|), where |p| is the size of p.
As another evidence for the increase of expressive power, observe that the
fragment X (→, [ ], ¬) does not have the finite model property. Indeed, the query
ǫ[A ∧ ¬A[¬→[lab() = A]]] does not have the finite model. Thus we have:
Proposition 2. The satisfiability problem for any fragment that subsumes
X (→, [ ], ¬) does not have the finite model property, in the presence of DTDs
and in the absence of DTDs.
In contrast, [2] has shown the following: (a) X (↓, ↑, ∪, [ ], ¬) has the small
model property in the presence of DTDs and in the absence of DTDs, and (b)
X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬) has the small model property over non-recursive DTDs.
This shows that the sibling axes may complicate the satisfiability analysis.
DTD coding. We next show that certain DTDs can be encoded in terms of a
qualifier in X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬). Recall the following from [2]: a normalized DTD
restricts its productions A → α such that α is of the following forms:
α ::=

ǫ | B1 , . . . , Bn | B1 + · · · + Bn | B ∗

where Bi is a type in Ele. It was shown there that any DTD can be “normalized”
in linear time, and moreover, for any XPath fragment with ∪ and ↓ and without
sibling axes, the normalization has no impact on the complexity bounds of its
satisfiability analysis. Below we further show that we can actually encode a
normalized DTD in terms of XPath qualifiers in X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬).
Proposition 3. A normalized DTD D can be expressed as a qualifier qD in any
XPath fragment that subsumes X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬). That is, for any query Q in
a fragment that subsumes X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬), (Q, D) is satisfiable iff ǫ[qD ]/Q is
satisfiable in the absence of DTDs.
Proof. We show that for any A in the set Ele of the element types of a normalized DTD, the production A → P (A) can expressed as a qualifier QA in
X (↓, ↓∗ , →, [ ], ¬), by induction on the
V structure of P (A). Putting these together,
we obtain a single qualifier qD = ǫ[ A∈Ele QA ] at the root.
As an immediate result, for any XPath fragment X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , [ ], ¬, . . .),
its satisfiability analysis in the presence of normalized DTDs is equivalent to its
counterpart in the absence of DTDs.
In contrast, below we show that normalized DTDs are not expressible in
fragments without sibling axes. Indeed, it was shown in [2] that without sibling
axes, the lower bounds for XPath satisfiability analysis in the presence of DTDs
typically do not carry over to the counterpart in the absence of DTDs, although
the analysis without DTDs is a special case of its counterpart with DTDs.
Proposition 4. A normalized DTD D cannot be expressed as a qualifier qD in
X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬).

Proof. One can verify that two different DTDs D1 and D2 are not distinguishable by any XPath query in X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬), where D1 has a single
production r → A, A, and D2 consists of a single production r → A, A, A.
Encoding horizontal traversal in terms of vertical modalities. Let
X (→, →∗ , [ ], . . .) be any class of XPath queries that allows ‘→, →∗ ’ and qualifiers. Let X ∗ (↓, ↑, ∪, [ ], . . .) be a variation of X (→, →∗ , [ ], . . .) by (a) supporting
↓, ↑, and ∪, (b) supporting the general Kleene closure defined by β ∗ , where β
is a simple path A1 [q1 ]/ . . . /Ak [qn ], where Ai is a label and [qi ] is a Boolean
combination of simple label testing qualifiers (of the form lab() = A), and (c)
discarding any queries with ‘→, →∗ ’. Note that X ∗ (↓, ↑, ∪, [ ], . . .) is far more
restrictive than the regular XPath fragment introduced and studied in [17].
Proposition 5. For any class X (→, →∗ , [ ], . . .) of XPath queries, there exists a PTIME computable function N from DTDs to DTDs, and there exists a PTIME computable function f from queries in X (→, →∗ , [ ], . . .) to
queries in X ∗ (↓, ↑, ∪, [ ], . . .) such that, for any DTD D and any XPath query
p ∈ X (→, →∗ , [ ], . . .), there exists an XML tree T such that T |= (p, D) iff there
exists an XML tree T ′ such that T ′ |= (f (p), N (D)).
Proof. The mapping N is based on the canonical binary encoding of instances
of the input D, which introduces new labels. Then f can be defined such that
it traverses “descendants” and “siblings” by visiting left subtrees and right subtrees in the binary trees, respectively. The query translation requires the use of
↓, ↑, ∪, [ ] and simple paths of the form A1 [q1 ]/ . . . /Ak [qn ] as described above.
This tells us that, upon the availability of upper bounds for conditional and
regular XPath fragments [17] without siblings, the bounds can carry over to our
fragments with sibling axes.

4

Complexity of XPath Satisfiability with Sibling Axes

In this section we study the satisfiability problem for various XPath fragments
with sibling axes, and contrast the complexity bounds with their counterparts
for the corresponding fragments without sibling axes. To understand the impact
of different XPath modalities on the satisfiability analysis, we start with a simple
fragment X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , ∪), and then extend the fragment gradually by adding
qualifiers, data-value joins, and negation one by one. To study the interaction
between XPath modalities and DTD constructs, we also consider the analysis
under DTDs restricted to have certain constructs and in the absence of DTDs.
4.1

XPath Fragments without Qualifiers

Without sibling axes, the absence of qualifiers simplifies the satisfiability analysis [2]. Below we show that it is also the case for XPath fragments with siblings.

Proposition 6. SAT(X (↓∗ )) is NLOGSPACE-hard in the presence of DTDs.
Proof. This can be verified by LOGSPACE reduction from directed graph connectivity with specified source and target, which is NLOGSPACE-hard [24].
In the absence of DTDs, all queries in X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪) are always satisfiable [2].
Theorem 1. Both SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , ∪)) and SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ←, ←∗ , ∪)) are
NLOGSPACE-complete in the presence of DTDs.
Proof. We provide a NLOGSPACE algorithm for checking the satisfiability of
(Q, D) for an input DTD D and query Q ∈ X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , ∪) (resp. ←, ←∗ ).
The key idea is to code vertical navigation using a query graph GQ of Q and
horizontal moves using NFAs of the regular expressions in D. This only requires
us to store triplets (q, v, A) at each step, where q is a NFA state, v is node in
GQ and A is a label. This only needs LOGSPACE.
Recall that SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪)) is in PTIME [2], which contains NLOGSPACE.
Thus Theorem 1 tells us that in the absence of qualifiers, the addition of sibling
axes does not complicate the satisfiability analysis. As another evidence:
Theorem 2. SAT(X (→, ←)) is in PTIME in the presence of DTDs.
In contrast, SAT(X (↓, ↑)) is NP-hard [2]. The difference between X (↓, ↑) and
X (→, ←) is that while a query in X (↓, ↑) can constrain the subtree of a node by
moving downward and upward repeatedly in the subtree, queries in X (→, ←) are
not able to do it: as soon as the navigation moves down in a tree, it cannot move
back to the same node. Leveraging this we are able to develop a PTIME algorithm, based on dynamic programming, for deciding the satisfiability of (Q, D)
for a given DTD D and query Q ∈ X (→, ←).
From these we can see that XPath queries with sibling axes are quite well
behaved in the absence of qualifiers.
4.2

Positive XPath Queries with Qualifiers

We now consider positive XPath fragments, i.e., fragments supporting qualifiers
but not including negation (¬). Positive fragments are contained in positive
existential two-variable first-order logic over trees, with binary predicates child,
descendant, and sibling [17]. It is known that qualifiers make the satisfiability
analysis harder for XPath fragments without siblings [2]. We show that this is
also the case when sibling axes are considered instead of vertical modalities.
Theorem 3. The satisfiability problem for the following fragments is NP-hard:
1. SAT(X ([ ])) under nonrecursive DTDs;
2. SAT(X (→, [ ])) and SAT(X (←, [ ])) under fixed, disjunctive-free and nonrecursive DTDs;
3. SAT(X (→, ∪, [ ])) and SAT(X (←, ∪, [ ])) in the absence of DTDs.

Proof. These can be verified by reduction from the 3SAT problem, which is
NP-complete (cf. [24]).
Here by fixed DTDs we mean that the input to the satisfiability analysis
consists of only a query rather than both a query and a DTD, and the XML
trees considered are required to conform to a predefined DTD.
Contrast these with the following results in [2]. (a) SAT(X (↓, [ ])) is NPhard under normalized DTDs. Here we improve that result by showing that
SAT(X ([ ])) is already intractable under (not necessarily normalized) DTDs.
(b) While SAT(X (↓, [ ])) is NP-complete for arbitrary DTDs, but it is in PTIME
when DTDs are restricted to be disjunction-free. In contrast, Theorem 3 shows
that it is no longer the case when ↓ is replaced by → or ←. (c) In the absence
of DTDs, SAT(X (↓, ∪, [ ])) is in PTIME, as opposed to Theorem 3. Thus sibling
axes complicate the satisfiability analysis in the presence of qualifiers.
Recall that SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =)) is in NP [2]. The result below shows
that the addition of the sibling axes does not increase the upper bound.
Theorem 4. SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =)) is in NP.
Proof. It suffices to show that SAT(X ∗ (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =)) is in NP by Proposition 5. A NP decision algorithm is then provided for this fragment, by extending
the NP algorithm for SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =)) developed in [2].
4.3

XPath Fragments with Negation

In contrast to positive XPath fragments, negation introduces universal quantifiers and complicates the satisfiability analysis without sibling axes [2]. We show
that in the presence of sibling axes the situation is also bad, and may be worse.
It is known that SAT(X (↓, [ ], ¬)) is PSPACE-hard in the presence of DTDs
[2]. We show that the lower bound remains intact if we substitute → (resp. ←)
for ↓ in the fragment, even when the DTDs are restricted or left out.
Theorem 5. SAT(X (→, [ ], ¬)) and SAT(X (←, [ ], ¬)) are PSPACE-hard in the
following settings: (1) under non-recursive and no-star DTDs; and (2) in the
absence of DTDs.
Proof. The lower bounds can be proved by reduction from 3QSAT, a well-known
PSPACE-complete problem (cf. [24]).
Theorem 6. SAT(X (↓, ↑, ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬)) is PSPACE-complete under
no-star DTDs.
Proof. The upper bound can be verified by reduction to SAT(X (↓, [ ], ¬)), based
on a variation of the proof of Proposition 5.
It is known [17] that SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬)) is EXPTIME-hard and that
SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬)) is in EXPTIME. We now show that
we already have the EXPTIME hardness in the presence of neither recursion in
XPath nor recursion in DTDs.

Theorem 7. SAT(X (↑, →, [ ], ¬)) is EXPTIME-hard under fixed, nonrecursive
and disjunction-free DTDs.
This can be verified by reduction from the two-player game of corridor tiling,
which is EXPTIME-complete (cf. [4]). To see why the result holds, observe the
following. One can encode a certain recursive DTD D1 in terms of a “flattened”
DTD D2 , and based on this a mapping N can be defined from XML trees of D1
to XML trees of D2 via “unnesting”; furthermore, there is a mapping f such that
for certain queries Q in X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬), f (Q) is in X (↑, →, [ ], ¬) and moreover,
if Q is satisfiable by an XML tree T of D1 , then f (Q) is satisfiable by N (T ). In
N (T ), the child, parent and right sibling axes suffice to access certain elements
that are deep in T . From this it follows that a reduction from the two-player
game of corridor tiling to SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬)) can be coded in terms of a
query in X (↑, →, [ ], ¬) and a fixed, nonrecursive DTD as described above. This
explains why the EXPTIME lower bounds is robust in the absence of XPath
and DTD recursions, and demonstrates the power of sibling axes.
4.4

XPath Fragments with Negation and Data Values

Finally, we investigate the satisfiability analysis for XPath fragments with datavalue joins, negation and sibling axes. As observed in [2], the interaction between
data-value joins and negation is already intricate in the absence of sibling axes.
Indeed, SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬)) is undecidable in presence of fixed recursive DTDs [2]. However, it is not yet known whether or not the undecidability
result still holds (a) under non-recursive DTDs, (b) under fixed DTDs, and (c)
in the absence of DTDs. In contrast, we next show that in the presence of sibling axes but without vertical XPath recursion ↓∗ and ↑∗ , the problem remains
undecidable in all the settings mentioned above.
Theorem 8. SAT(X (↑, ←, →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬)) is undecidable in any of the following setting: (1) under non-recursive, fixed and disjunction-free DTDs; and
(2) in the absence of DTDs.
The undecidability result can be verified by reduction from the halting problem for two-register machines, which is known to be undecidable (see, e.g., [4]).
The proof extends the undecidability proof of [2] for SAT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , [ ], =, ¬)
under fixed recursive DTDs, by “flattening” DTDs in the same way as mentioned
above. The proof leverages the following observation: by means of XPath qualifiers with →, →∗ , ← and ↑, (a) DTD linear recursion introduced by productions
of the form A → A + ǫ can be coded with productions of the form A → B ∗ ;
(b) disjunction in a DTD can also be coded in terms of the use of Kleene star.
This allows us to get rid of linear recursion and disjunction required by the
undecidability proof of [2], and again shows the expressive power of sibling axes.

5

The Containment Analysis for XPath with Siblings

In this section we present a few lower bounds for the containment analysis of
XPath fragments with sibling axes, by exploring the connection between the con-

tainment analysis and its satisfiability counterpart, and by using the complexity
results for the satisfiability analysis given in the last section.
The containment problem for a fragment X in the presence of DTDs, denoted
by CNT(X ), is the problem to determine, given any queries Q1 , Q2 ∈ X and a
DTD D, whether or not for any XML tree T of D, r[[Q1 ]] ⊆ r[[Q2 ]], where r is
the root of T . If this holds then we say that Q1 ⊆ Q2 under D.
It is easy to see that for any fragment X , SAT(X) is reducible to the
complement of CNT(X ). Recall that for a complexity class K, coK stands for
{P̄ | P ∈ K}.
Proposition 7. [2] For any class X of XPath queries, if CNT(X ) is in K for
some complexity class K, then SAT(X ) is in coK. Conversely, if SAT(X ) is Khard, then CNT(X ) is coK-hard.
From this and Theorems 3, 5, 7 and 8 it immediately follows:
Corollary 1. For the containment problem,
1. CNT(X (→, [ ])) and CNT(X (←, [ ])) are coNP-hard under fixed, disjunctionfree and nonrecursive DTDs;
2. CNT(X (→, ∪, [ ])) and CNT(X (←, ∪, [ ])) are coNP-hard in the absence of
DTDs;
3. CNT(X (→, [ ], ¬)) and CNT(X (←, [ ], ¬)) are PSPACE-hard (a) under nonrecursive and no-star DTDs, and (b) in the absence of DTDs;
4. CNT(X (↑, →, [ ], ¬)) is EXPTIME-hard under fixed, disjunction-free and
nonrecursive DTDs;
5. CNT(X (↑, ←, →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =, ¬)) is undecidable (a) under non-recursive,
disjunction-free and fixed DTDs, and (b) in the absence of DTDs.
These are among the first lower bound results for the containment problem
for XPath fragments with sibling axes. Indeed, the only other result that we
are aware of is the EXPTIME lower bound given by [17] for CNT(X (↓, ↓∗ , ∪, [ ],
¬)). Corollary 1 strengthens that result by showing that CNT(X (↑, →, [ ], ¬)) is
already EXPTIME-hard under restricted DTDs.
As observed in [2], the upper bound for SAT(X ) is often much lower than
its counterpart for CNT(X ). However, for certain fragments X without sibling
axes, SAT(X ) and CNT(X ) actually coincide. These include the following: (a)
the class X(bl, [ ],¬) of Boolean queries, i.e., queries of the form ǫ[q], in any class
X (. . . , [ ], ¬) with negation and qualifiers; and (b) any class containing negation
and closed under the inverse operator that is defined as a simple extension of
inverse(↓) = ↑, inverse(↓∗ ) = ↑∗ , inverse(↑) = ↓ and inverse(↑∗ ) = ↓∗ .
We next show that this result of [2] carries over to XPath fragments with
sibling axes, by extending (a) the class X(bl, [ ],¬) by including Boolean queries
with sibling axes; (b) the definition of inverse such that inverse(←) = →,
inverse(←∗ ) = →∗ , inverse(→) = ←, inverse(→∗ ) = ←∗ .

NLOGSPACE
any DTDs
X (↓, ↓∗ , →, →∗ , ∪), X (↓, ↓∗ , ←, ←∗ , ∪)
-comp.
nonrec. DTDs
PTIME
X (←, →)
any DTD
NP-hard
X ([ ])
nonrec DTDs
NP-hard
X (←, [ ]), X (→, [ ])
fixed, ‘+’-free, nonrec DTDs
NP-hard
X (←, ∪, [ ]), X (→, ∪, [ ])
no DTDs
NP-comp.
X (↓, ↓∗ , ↑, ↑∗ , ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], =)
any DTD
nonrec, no-star DTDs
PSPACE-hard
X (→, [ ], ¬), X (←, [ ], ¬)
no DTDs
PSPACE-comp.
X (↓, ↑, ←, ←∗ , →, →∗ , ∪, [ ], ¬)
no-star DTDs
EXPTIME-hard
X (↑, ←, [ ], ¬)
fixed, ‘+’-free, nonrec. DTDs
fixed, ‘+’-free, nonrec DTDs
∗
undecidable
X (↑, ←, →, → , ∪, [ ], ¬, =)
no DTDs
Table 1. The complexity of SAT(X ) for various fragments X under different DTDs

Proposition 8. For any class X(bl, [ ],¬) of Boolean queries, CNT(X(bl, [ ],¬) ) is
reducible in constant time to the complement of SAT(X(bl, [ ],¬) ). For any class
X with negation and closed under inverse, CNT(X ) is reducible in linear time to
the complement of SAT(X ).

6

Conclusions

We have established complexity bounds for a number of XPath fragments with
sibling axes, in the presence of DTDs, in the absence of DTDs, and under various
restricted DTDs. The main results of the paper are summarized in Table 1. As
immediate corollaries of these results, we have also provided several lower bounds
for the containment problem for XPath queries. Our main conclusion is that
while sibling axes do not complicate the satisfiability analysis in the absence of
qualifiers, they do make our lives harder in the presence of qualifiers.
To the best of our knowledge, the results of this paper are among the first
results for the satisfiability and containment analyses of XPath fragments with
sibling axes. They are complementary to the recent study on the satisfiability
problem for XPath fragments without sibling axes [2]. They are useful not only
for XML query and update optimization, but also for the static analysis of
inference control for XML security, among other things.
There is naturally much more to be done. One open problem is to close
the complexity gaps. For example, we do not know yet whether SAT(X ([ ]))
is still intractable under fixed and disjunction-free DTDs, and whether or not
SAT(X (→, [ ], ¬)) is in PSPACE under arbitrary DTDs. Another topic for future
work is to study the satisfiability problem for XPath in the presence of XML
Schema, which typically consists of both a type (a specialized DTD) and a set of
XML constraints. This setting was considered in [8] for the containment analysis.
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